
Round 3 - Race 2

Incident # Drivers involved Moment of the incident Stewards verdict Penalty summary

1 Jack Keithley formation lap

Rule infringement with minor 
disturtion of drivers arround. 
Correct positions are regained 
before the start, so no 
disadvantage. Keithley: Warning

2 Tim Jarschel L1, Start

83km/h at green light - above 
allowed treshold
he doesnt gain an advantage due 
to delayed start. Jarschel: Warning

3 Julian Kunze L1, Start

83km/h at green light - above 
allowed treshold. Before about 90 
km/h.
As he gains positions he gets a 
penalty. Kunze: 1 Strike, +5s

4
Mihai Neg, Lucas Müller, Marcel 
Csinzik L1, Start

leaves too much space in single 
file and fails to close the gap at 
the beginning of double file. 
Disadvantage of two other 
drivers.
Neg speeds in the late start 
phase in order to close the gap 
(96km/h)

Müller (102km/h) and Czinzik 
(113km/h) following Neg on his 
late approach, also speeding at 
green light. Stewards rate the 
situation that both drivers where 
forced into speeding by Neg. Neg: 2 Strikes, +10s

5 Gianmarco Fiduci, Tim Jarschel L1, T1

Fiduci turns into T1 as there are 
no cars on the inside. Fiduci spins 
due to his own action.
No further action. None

6 Enzo Bonito, Moritz Lohner L1, T1 Chain reaction, no further action. None

7 Christian Michel
L1, T1

Michel tries to avoid carnage in 
T1. No  delibearte action to gain 
an advantage. None

8 Gianmarco Fiduci, Lucas Müller L1, T1

Fiduci failing in hitting the brakes 
while spinning but not 
disadvantaging (hitting) anyone. 
Thus, he gets a reduced penatly. Fiduci: Half-pen, +3s

9 Enzo Bonito L1, T1

After spinning Bonito moves 
backwards through the field (not 
applying brakes) hitting multiple 
cars. Bonito: 2 Strikes, +10s

10 Dominik Blajer L1, T1

After spinning Blajer not hitting 
the brakes without disadvataging 
anyone. Blajer: Half-pen, +3s

11 Gergo Baldi L1, T2

Baldi rejoining acros the whole 
track hitting Keithley and pushing 
him off-track Baldi: 2 Strikes, +10s

12
Julian Kunze
Jakub Brezinski L1, T2

Kunze rejoins unsafely and hits 
Brezinski and spins off the track. Kunze: half-pen, +3s

13 Mihai Neg, Florian Hasse L1, T7
Contact with disadvantage of 
opponent Neg: 1 Strike, +5s

14 Lukas Müller L1, T9
Müller leaves enough space, no 
further action None

15 Gianmarco Fiduci, Isaac Price L3

Fiduci and Price make contact 
into T6. Price continously slows 
down in the corner and does not 
get an additional hit. 
As both cars move into the 
corner, the angle of contact 
slightly changes and causing a 
push to the rear of Prices car.

Unlucky build up of events and 
physics glitch involved, thus: 
reduced penatly Fiduci: Half-pen, +3s

16 Leonard Karten, Julian Kunze Lap 3 Contact to pass Kunze: 1 Strike, +5s



17
Jack Keithley, Alessandro 
Ottaviani, Leonard Krippner Lap 4

Ottaviani failing in hitting the 
brakes while spinning and moving 
on the racing line and blocking 
the Krippner
Keithley not keeping his line and 
not leaving enough space exiting 
the last corner, resulting in a 
position gain aggainst Krippner

Ottaviani: half-pen, +3s
Keithley: 1 Strike, +5s

18 Julian Kunze, Lukas Müller Lap 13

Both drivers not leaving enough 
space aggainst each other. No 
further action. None

19 Jack Keithley, Jakub Brzezinski

Brezinski turns early into the 
corner makes contact with 
defending Keithley forcing him on 
the curb which results in both cars 
going wide into T1. No further 
action. None


